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the keyboard's built-in effects processor is an indispensable addition. the three-band eq gives a useful
boost to bottom-end bass and treble frequencies, and the distortion offers up a healthy dollop of fuzz and

a sproingy, electro-punky tone. the stereo width effects are effective: there's a mild form of stereo
image, which is more pronounced on the pads, though there's no real stereo imaging on the semi-tone

notes. however, the stereo width is so subtle that i didn't hear it using headphones. the chorus and
flanging effects come in useful for rhythmless parts: the piano-style chorus increases the sound of a
note, while the flanging effect (which is actually a form of delay) makes it sound as though a note is

repeated. the parp effect adds a metallic, percussive overtones to notes and chords. there's also a nice
synth-style lead effect, which when applied to the piano notes gives the impression of a lead synth. this

can be an invaluable tool for adding harmony or harmony fills to a track. as for the sounds, they're
excellent. the rhodes electric pianos are excellent, especially the one on the c8 key. there's a nice

variety of sounds available in each key, ranging from simple pianos to complex instrumentation. the
sampling quality of the synth pads and synth basses is excellent, and many patches have a full stereo
mix (though iwouldn't go as far as to say there's no left-right coherence). the basses, leads and vocals

are all extremely usable, and the samples are all well-treated and mixed to sound pristine. a good
amount of high-quality sampled instruments are provided, ranging from a mellow acoustic bass and an
electric piano with a 'zanzibar' voice, to the aforementioned lead and bass samples. the synth-style lead
samples are much more convincing than those made with an internal sample set, where the lead sounds

like it's made with a basic synth and some eqs. a couple of the synth basses are a bit twangy, but the
rest sound good.
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on top of this, you have the option to map all of the g's sounds to instruments in a new mode called
'percussion', which can then be layered, filtered and distorted in a way that resembles a percussion
performance. this is a great alternative to the standard workstation application, as you have all of

the tools you need onscreen. once your signal processing is complete, the final step is to render and
save the sample into an instrument folder (or create a new folder). this can be a simple process, but
of course there are more elaborate ways to create your own instrument from scratch - it's merely a
matter of selecting the sounds you want, saving the data to your computer and starting your own

customised synth project. of course, for more creative types, it's the program's other, more
advanced features that stand out. you can import, export and automate any of the fantom g's

instrument parameters, whether they're in the main screen or the editor, so you can use them on
more than one instrument. you can also save macro control sequences, or control parameters of
other software, so you can use a sequence to make a pattern change without having to set up a

whole new instrument. another nice feature is the ability to use the fantom g as a usb midi
controller, so you can connect it to your pc and use it to control software. it's worth noting that many

midi applications that are designed to control hardware can only do so if they can see the device's
unique identifier. luckily, this is the case with roland's fantom g, but you will need to set it up with

the appropriate settings to make sure you can control it in a midi file. while not essential, this feature
is of real use in workflow situations, and makes the fantom g a very attractive choice for computer

musicians. 5ec8ef588b
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